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Jamaican Stock Market

IMF Boss Visits the Island
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Weekly Movement in Indices
Indices
JSE Combined Index
JSE Market Index
All Jamaican Composite
Jamaica Select Index
JSE Cross Listed Index
Junior Market index

Closing Levels

Change

72,635.86
70,096.77
77,089.13
2,095.75
585.90
720.30

+343.58
+355.69
+397.73
+16.04
+0.95

Most Active Stocks
Units Traded

%

JSE

10,200,000

37.19%

SG

2,567,682

9.36%

SGJ

1,792,737

6.54%

Top Winners & Losers This Week
$ Change

% Change

Winner: LIME

$0.03

+10.00%

Winner:LASD

$0.10

+8.33%

Loser:LASF

-$0.15

-13.04%

Loser:JP

-$1.38

-8.12%

At the end of the inaugural visit of the head of the International
Monetary Fund to Jamaica, the Managing Director of the Fund
Christine Lagarde, sang high praises regarding Jamaica’s
performance under the External Fund Facility (EFF). Largarde’s
discussions with Jamaican officials focused on economic policy
priorities and the outlook for the country, where she made
commendations regarding the commitment to reform Jamaica’s
economy and lay the foundation for inclusive growth, job creation.
The IMF boss indicated that she was pleased with the fact that
relative to a year ago growth has picked up, unemployment has
declined, inflation has been brought under control, the current
account deficit has shown ongoing improvement, and reserves
are starting to recover. However there are other major reforms
that are still pending, including improving the collection of taxes,
modernizing the public sector, and improving the business climate,
and a prudent fiscal stance needs to be sustained.
Reforms to shape future of Repo Product
One of the major reforms to be undertaken in the second year
of the program is that related to the securities dealers sector,
which will specifically address the future of the repo product.
In consultation with Fund staff, the government will establish
a distinct treatment for retail repo client interests in order to
protect their interests prior to and in the event of insolvency of
a securities dealer. This will entail establishing a Trust to hold
the underlying securities on their behalf during the term of the
repo. The Trust arrangement is intended to ensure that funds
and securities flow in accordance with the terms of the retail repo
agreement, and the Trust will be responsible for the custody of
the securities underlying retail repo transactions. A key function
of the Trust arrangement will be to ensure that the interests of
each retail repo client in the underlying securities are clearly and
uniquely identified for the increased protection of the clients, and
also to ensure that such securities would be held separately from
the dealer’s estate in the event of its insolvency. Over the medium
term, a gradual tightening of prudential standards will facilitate
fundamental reform of the securities dealers sector. As the first
step, the Financial Services Commission (FSC) will establish by
end-September a minimum transaction size for retail repos. Other
regulatory measures which include a tightening of capital adequacy
ratios will help with this effort. As a result, further migration of
clients from repos to Collective Investment Schemes such as Unit
Trusts is expected.

Weekly

Tax Revenue Target Remains a Thorn in GOJ’s Flesh
The IMF recently approved the disbursement of
US$70.9Mn, following GOJ’s passing of the fourth quarterly
review under the 4 year program. So far, the government
has started off fairly well with the implementation of
the economic reform program aimed at overcoming the
long-standing problems of low growth and high debt.
The government has implemented all of the structural
benchmark benchmarks that were included in the program,
although some were met with delay. However, it continues
to fall short of the tax revenue floor. The target for March
2014 was $357.5Bn, however GOJ was only able to hit
$343.8Bn. The first month of the fiscal year has signaled
that this issue remains a real one, as GOJ was trailing its
tax revenue target by 0.2%, with an outturn of $22.70Bn
for the month. Of note, higher non-tax revenues as well
as lower expenditure meant that the government was
still 3.9% better than its fiscal deficit target for April
which was$9.53Bn. With the weak economic backdrop,
this shortfall is likely to remain an issue, despite recently
introduced tax measures.

JMD Money Market
The Bank of Jamaica closed another round of BOJ VR CDs
on Friday, June 27th. The 364-days with an initial coupon of
8.62% had a total participation of 1.13B, while the 552-days
VR CD with an initial coupon of 8.64% had take-up of 395M.
JMD liquidity levels continue to be low; however, there has not
been any significant change in market rates.
The Central Bank also closed a 4.0-and 5.0 year USD CD last
week. The offers opened on Friday, June 20th and closed
on Wednesday, June 25th with a combined participation of
US$4.3M. USD liquidity continues to be moderate despite a
marginal uptick in demand for short term funds.

Foreign Exchange Market
Selling
J$/US$1
J$/CDN$1
J$/GBP£1

Close:
20/06/14
111.86
103.52
190.24

Close:
27/06/14
112.15
104.92
191.18

Change
+$0.29
+$0.94
+$1.40

Brokers increased their bids last week which came as a result
of moderate end user demand. Bids ranged from $112.40
to $112.60. Added pressure on the dollar is expected given
that USD inflows are below volumes seen in May considering
that tourist season has ended. At the end of trading of
Friday the dollar closed at a weighted average selling rate of
J$112.15:US$1.00.
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GOJ Globals
Jaman global bond trading activity slowed last week as
news of an impending issue hit the market. There was
some trading in Jaman 21s at 103 while NROCC traded at
107. Local currency bond trading was once again limited
to retail size trades.

Indicative Levels - GOJ Globals
Bid

Offer

2014

101.500

103.000

1.45%

2015

104.000

105.250

3.24%

2017

114.250

116.250

4.72%

2019

107.000

109.000

5.45%

2022

124.250

126.250

7.08%

2025

113.750

115.750

7.19%

2036

103.000

105.000

8.01%

2039

96.000

98.000

8.19%

Offer Yield*

International News
Consumer sentiment improved in June as higher stock prices
and an improving labor market helped bolster Americans’
views of the economy. The Thomson Reuters/University
of Michigan’s final sentiment index climbed to 82.5 from
81.9 in May. Other measures of consumer sentiment have
improved last month. The Conference Board’s index climbed
to 85.2, the strongest reading since January 2008, from
82.2 in May. More employment opportunities, record stock
prices and improved property values are boosting consumer
spirits, reducing the likelihood that consumers will retrench.
Sentiment has been underpinned by improving property
values, and a drop in mortgage rates since the start of the
year is helping drive home sales. Purchases jumped 18.6%
in May, the largest one-month surge since January 1992, to
a six-year high of 504,000 at an annualized pace.
Euro zone economic sentiment fell unexpectedly in June on
fears that fighting in Iraq would push up oil prices and that
any escalation of the Ukraine crisis could drag on euro zone
growth. The European Commission’s economic sentiment
index (ESI) for the 18 euro zone countries fell to 102.0 from a
revised 102.6 in May. Economists had forecast a rise to 103.0.
The decline was mainly due to a drop in optimism in the
industry and construction sectors, and among consumers.
Euro-Area Inflation Steady at 0.5% Shows Draghi Challenge
The euro-area inflation rate held steady in June at less than
half the European Central Bank’s target, underscoring the
challenge faced by Mario Draghi as he tries to stoke prices
and ignite growth.
Consumer prices grew 0.5 percent in the year, equaling May’s
increase, the European Union’s statistics office in Luxembourg
said today. That matched the median forecast in a Bloomberg
News survey of 35 economists. Core inflation unexpectedly
accelerated.
The data “maintains pressure on the ECB to contemplate
even further monetary easing and is somewhat of a surprise
after the earlier reported sharp increase in the German HICP
reading,” said Martin van Vliet, senior euro economist at ING
Groep NV in Amsterdam, referring to Germany’s 1 percent
increase of consumer prices in June. “We would expect ECB
President Mario Draghi to maintain a dovish tone at Thursday’s
press conference, which he may use to unveil details of the
TLTROs and to perhaps give an update on the progress of
the preparatory work on ABS
*NB: The rates quoted above are opening indicative levels on the international market and are
subject to change as market conditions vary throughout the trading session. Additionally, the
prices quoted to clients of NCB Capital Market Limited (NCBCML) are adjusted to reflect the
costs associated with completing the transaction on the respective client’s behalf.
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purchases.”
Anemic economic growth and persistently slow inflation
prompted the ECB president and his officials to introduce a
range of measures earlier this month. The Frankfurt-based
central bank cut its benchmark interest rate to a record-low
0.15 percent, took its deposit rate below zero and unveiled
targeted loans to help revive lending and growth.
Further Stimulus
The euro-zone economy will expand by 0.3 percent in the
second and third quarters, accelerating to 0.4 percent in
the final three months of the year, according to a separate
Bloomberg survey of economists.
With inflation at less than half the ECB’s target of just below
2 percent for a ninth month, Draghi has prepared investors
for the prospect of further stimulus should the threat of a
negative price spiral remain.
“As long as the inflation rate is considerably below our
definition of price stability, there is a risk that expectations
for future inflation become unanchored,” ECB Executive
Board member Yves Mersch said yesterday in an interview
with German broadcaster Deutschlandfunk.
None of the economists surveyed by Bloomberg News
expects the ECB to change its benchmark interest rate or
cut its deposit rate further this month when officials meet
on July 3.
Inflection Point
Indications that the 18-nation euro-area’s recovery is
flagging have been mounting with consumer confidence
unexpectedly falling in June and the jobless rate, at 11.7
percent in April, just off the record. Lending to companies
and households in the euro area fell for a 25th month in
May, ECB data showed earlier.

Pending Sales of U.S. Existing Homes Rise Most in Four
Years
The number of contracts to purchase previously owned U.S.
homes jumped in May by the most in more than four years,
a sign the residential-real estate market is rebounding after a
slow start to the year.
The pending home sales index climbed 6.1 percent, the
biggest advance since April 2010, after a revised 0.5 percent
increase in April, the National Association of Realtors said
today in Washington. The gain exceeded the most optimistic
estimate in a Bloomberg survey of economists, whose median
forecast called for a 1.5 percent gain.
Housing demand is benefiting from cheaper borrowing costs,
a stronger employment outlook and easier access to credit for
some households. At the same time, higher prices and limited
income gains are keeping the improvement in the residential
real estate from becoming more broad-based.
“Housing is beginning to bounce back,” Paul Ashworth, chief
U.S. economist at Capital Economics Ltd. in Toronto, whose
forecast for a 4 percent gain was the highest in the Bloomberg
survey. “Mortgage rates have backed down a bit recently.
Home prices are still rising, which means fewer people have
mortgages that are under water. The longer the housing
recovery goes on, the more people will gain confidence to
join in.”
he gain in May was the biggest since first-time buyers rushed
to sign contracts before the expiration of a tax credit four years
ago. Estimates in the Bloomberg survey of 37 economists
ranged from a decline of 0.5 percent to an advance of 4
percent after a previously reported 0.4 percent April gain.
June Manufacturing
Another report showed manufacturing cooled in June from
a month earlier. The Institute for Supply Management Inc.’s
business barometer fell to 62.6 from 65.5 in May. The median
forecast called for the gauge to fall to 63. Readings above 50
signal expansion.
Stocks rose after the data, with the Standard & Poor’s 500
Index advancing 0.1 percent to 1,962.77 at 10:35 a.m. in
New York. The S&P Supercomposite Homebuilding Index
increased 1.5 percent.
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NCB Capital Markets Ltd (formerly Edward Gayle and Co.) established in 1968 is Jamaica’s oldest stockbrokers. The company became a part of the
NCB Group in 1994 and a fully owned subsidiary in October 2002. In December 2002, the then Edward Gayle and Co. was merged with another
NCB subsidiary, NCB Investments. The products distributed by this combined subsidiary cover the traditional money market product offerings (J$
and US$ Repos), primary dealer services, stock brokerage and investment advisory services. Edward Gayle was renamed NCB Capital Markets Ltd.
in October 2003.

NCB Capital Markets Limited (“NCBCML”) through its representative(s) has provided information to you on various financial products and services
and investment opportunities for information and educational purposes only. While NCBCML has made every effort to ensure that the information
provided to you is accurate and based on research and analysis that we have carried out or derived from sources that we believe to be accurate
and reliable, NCBCML makes no representations or warranties about the accuracy, completeness or suitability for any purpose of the information
published and will not be liable for any loss which you or anyone else may suffer in reliance on the information we have provided to you. This Report
does not take into account the specific investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any specific recipient and therefore this Report
should not be regarded by recipients as a substitute for the exercise of their own judgment or for obtaining advice directly from one of our investment
advisors.

Important Disclosures:

The views expressed in this report are the views of NCB Capital Markets Ltd at the date of this report.
In accordance with Section 39 (I) of the Securities Act of 1993, NCB Capital Markets Limited hereby states that it is a subsidiary of NCB Jamaica Ltd.
and to that extent may be regarded as interested in the acquisition or disposal of the shares of NCB Jamaica Ltd. However, the company acts in a
proper and professional manner in making any recommendations regarding shares listed on the Jamaica Stock Exchange. Share prices may fluctuate
and past performance is not necessarily a guarantee of future returns.
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